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Preface
The Plastic Tide Turners Challenge is a global initiative
developed by UNEP, adopted by the World Scout
Organization as an integral component of its Earth Tribe
Initiative.
The Plastic Tide Turners Challenge will help young people
to understand the impact that humans have in the world
when it comes to plastic use and consumption and how
you can promote a clean, healthy planet that will
contribute to a more sustainable world.
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An introduction to
Plastic Tide Turner Challenge
The Plastic Tide Turners Challenge supports the development of a
specific set of competencies in young people to adopt responsible
behaviour towards the environment in the area of a “Healthy planet.”
This set of competencies is complementary to many others that
Scouting recognises through the Earth Tribe Programme and aligned
with Education for Sustainable Development Goals.
So, by taking up the Plastic Tide Turners Challenge, young people
develop their knowledge, skills, and attitudes essential for
supporting the Sustainable Development Goals.
This challenge is designed for all young people from 7 years and
above, to educate young people about plastic pollution and
encourage them to play a part in resolving pressing environmental
issues, specifically related to plastics, plastic waste, and plastic
pollution.
Young people can obtain the Plastic Tide Turners Challenge
recognition badge according to the development and age of each
individual. For each age, there is specific knowledge, actions and
attitudes to develop through activities and community projects.

The program can be broken down into 3 stages, each
suitable for a specific Scout section.
Stage 1 – Cub Scouts
Stage 2 – Scouts
Stage 3 – Ventures & Rovers
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An introduction to
Plastic Tide Turners Challenge
Objectives
Young people can be ambassadors for positive environmental change and action. The
Plastic Tide Turners Challenge aims are to:
1.

Encourage young people to have the
knowledge, skills and attitude to be
responsible toward daily
consumption, in particular with
plastic, and find environmentally
friendly alternatives, following these
learning outcomes that are reflected
below in the competencies matrix.

2. Understand what plastic is and how

plastic is threatening life in oceans
and on land;

5. Inspire your friends, family, school,

and community to reduce, reuse and
recycle single-use plastics;
6. Take the lead on a wider scale to

create lasting change in your region
or community related to the use of
single-use plastics, marine litter and
microplastics, specifically in
preventing and recovering water and
land ecosystems from pollution.
7. Take part in the Earth Tribe global

3. Understand how the global

community is tackling the issue;
4. Understand and act to reduce your

personal use of single-use plastics;

community of young people across
National Scout Organizations and
other institutions who are actively
aware, involved in environmental
education, specifically in plastic
reduction, and collaborate with the
community, partners and key actors
involved.
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What is Earth Tribe?
The Earth Tribe is a global community of young
people who are passionate about the environment
and actively engaged as global citizens to preserve
and protect our planet.

The Earth Tribe guides young people on an educational journey to develop the awareness,
competencies and leadership skills necessary to create environmental change in their
communities. Through a series of exciting Earth Tribe Challenges, young people learn how to
connect with nature, become champions for sustainability, and engage in taking action for the
environment. To be a member of the Earth Tribe is a personal commitment to improve the
health of the planet and make the world a better place.
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How to get the
Plastic Tide Turners

challenge badge?
This is one of the many challenges that enable young people to become
part of the Earth Tribe and adults need to be ready to provide all
necessary support for young people to succeed in this journey.
Young person discovers and
expresses interest to take on
Challenge

Young person and adult leader
agree on personal path (be aware,
cooperate, act) by

Introduction to becoming a
member of the Earth Tribe and
global community.

Agreeing on knowledge,
attitudes and activities related
to a specific age range for the
Plastic Tide Turners Challenge

Introduction to the Plastic Tide
Turners Challenge
Conduct a self- assessment on
personal habits and nature.

Adult Leader presents
the Plastic Tide Turners
Badge
Celebrate young people
in meaningful and
simple ceremony with
their team and friends.
Present the badge and
certificate

Now this young person is
a Member of the Earth Tribe

Agreeing on a community
development project focused
on healthy planet
Agreeing on the
complementary actions for the
journey

Reflect and evaluate the
COMPETENCIES with with peers,
beneficiaries and adult leaders
Skills,
Knowledge and
Attitudes developed

Young person carries on agreed
actions

Becoming aware by obtaining
and sourcing information
Cooperate by planning projects
or joining events
Act by executing projects,
doing good turns or participating in advocacy or promotional
initiatives
Share actions on scout.org and
the SDG hub

Evaluate the results
and impact with peers,
beneficiaries and adult
leaders
Engagement, promotion and
advocacy actions
Community development
project

Continue with other Earth Tribe or
Better World Challenges

Any other you have not
explored yet
Better Choices
Nature and Biodiversity
Clean Energy
Healthy Planet

CONGRATULATIONS
this person has become a
Healer of a Healthy Planet

The young person is now a member of the global Earth Tribe, can obtain
the Earth Tribe Recognition. The young person can continue the journey
by completing other paths to contribute towards the SDGs. Young people
can combine the Tide Turners Plastic Challenge with other challenges
related to environmental action to continue the journey of the Earth Tribe.
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Program Guidelines
Scouts for SDGs mobilisation aims to inspire, enable and deliver active global
citizens and sustainable communities. The Earth Tribe applies the objective of
Scouts for SDGs from an environmental education perspective as:

Be aware of the world around you and key environmental
concerns.
Cooperate with others to find solutions to protect
ecosystems, biodiversity and outdoor spaces.
Act to develop and implement actions that can make a
difference.

The Plastic Tide Turners Challenge contributes in the development of young people
with a specific set of actions related to a Healthy Planet, plastic pollution in
particular. Young people, with the support of adults, use the same process in each
age section, selecting a different set of activities according to age.
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Be Aware
What are the learning processes to help young people be aware?
Adults or peers support young people to:
• Explore and understand different environmental issues related or as a result of
plastic pollution on land and water.
• Explore their community and surroundings to identify issues present in their local
community.

How does the learning process work?
Adults or peers support young people to:
1.

Complete a self-assessment (Page 14 of Action Kit#) on how much does the
person understand the issues related to plastics, plastic waste, and plastic
pollution.

2. Audit their plastic usage (Page 18 of Action Kit#) in his or her personal life
through the plastic audit quiz before going through the activities.
3. Attempt at least FIVE (5) activities for Cub Scouts, and FOUR (4) activities for
Scouts, Ventures, and Rovers (From page 20 of Action Kit#) in the path (Healthy
Planet).
#

- Action kit is available in the repository

You can also use your own activities considering competencies of Healthy Planet.
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Cooperate
What are the learning processes to help young people be aware?
Adults or peers support young people to:
• Being able to identify the needs and challenges in the local community and work
with others to create sustainable solutions.

How does the learning process work?
Adults or peers support young people to:
1.

Identify issues or needs with the teams, community, and partners.

2. Explore possible solutions together and decide which one to work on as a
project
•

Brainstorm different options with community members

•

Check the feasibility of the projects and sustainability in the long term

•

Present results to community members of beneficiaries

•

Agree on a solution to bring into action

3. Design an action plan to execute your project, communicate it, and gather the
necessary funds and resources.
•

Set up one SMART goal – Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic, and
Time-based

•

Apply sustainability principles in plans and be mindful of the use of
resources.
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Act
What are the learning processes to help young people be aware?
Adults or peers support young people to:
• Take action to contribute to solving a specific issue related to Healthy Planet
while working with the key actors: community, their group, and partners.

How does the learning process work?
Adults or peers support young people to:
1.

Execute the agreed service project
•

Execute your plans in collaboration with community members and
partners

•

Monitor the plans and progress of actions

2. Evaluate goals, impact, individual, and/or collective evaluations, etc.
3. Report and Share on scout.org
4. Celebrate and recognize efforts with peers, beneficiaries, and partners.
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Application
To ensure eligibility, please register before starting the programme, through MSDS’s Youth
Programme Registration portal: https://intranet.scout.org.sg
The accepted registration will be duly notified.
NOTE: This can be done outside the submission period.
All applicants are to obtain the record sheet for documentation and validation purpose from
https://scout.betterworld.sg/repository/. More information can be referred to the Manual and/or
Action Kit which can be downloaded from the above repository.
Following are the overview of the guidelines and to refer to the references for more details:

Be Aware
Self-Assessment Sheet (Action Kit# – Page 14)
Plastic Usage Audit Sheet (Action Kit# – Page 18)
#

Attempt activities (Action

Kit#*

– Page 20)

- Action kit can be downloaded from the repository
*

- FIVE (5) activities for Cub Scouts, and FOUR (4)
activities for Scouts, Ventures, and Rovers

Cooperate
Identify needs
Explore solutions
Design action plan

Act
Execute project, and evaluate goals and impacts
Report and share on Scout.org

These guidelines are designed to allow for flexibility in the implementation of the programme at
unit or personal level. Each participating Scout or unit is free to choose and organise the related
activities according to individual needs, inclinations and availability of resources. Leaders and
facilitators may decide on discretion for the delivery of the activities to meet the relevant
competencies. External instructors or programmes supervisors may be engaged where
appropriate.
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Submission

Develop and present a consolidated report to share the learnings and actions taken during the
Plastic Tide Turners Challenge.
Requirements of the report are to include the following:
1.

Demonstrate meeting the relevant developing competencies in all sections.

2. Detailed description of each activity participated/ taken
3. Learning points and Reflection
4. Photos/ visual references of applicant’s learning, processes and end-products will need to be
accompanied with the report.
Submission to be uploaded at https://scout.betterworld.sg/report-submission/ during the
submission period with the following:
1.

Scanned or photo of filled and signed challenge record sheet

2. Consolidated report, including the self-assessment sheet and plastic usage audit sheet (report
file size is to be in .pdf format and no more than 10MB)
Any other format of report may be arranged by contacting betterworld@scout.sg
A representative from the Better World team will update during the evaluation period on the
outcome of the application.
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Submission and Evaluation Period

Quarter

Submission

Evaluation

#1

1st to 31st March

1st to 31st April

#2

1st to 30th June

1st to 31st July

#3

1st to 30th September

1st to 31st October

#4

1st to 31st December

1st to 30th January

All submissions of Better World Flagship
Initiatives will be done on a quarterly
basis, and evaluation will follow the
month after.
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scout.betterworld.sg
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